
The Arts Centre Telford 

Music @ HOME 
Year 3: Reggae & The UK 

Week 7

Introduction: 
Last week we looked at Pop Music in the UK through the ages, going from the 1980s to 

today. 

Now we are going to start to look at Rock music in the UK and America and how it has 
changed through time. 

Task 1: What is Rock Music? 
Rock music is what we call an ‘Umbrella Term’ because lots 

of other genres are types of rock music. 
Your Task: Make a mind map about rock music. Write down 
everything that comes to mind when you think of ‘Rock’.

Tas$ 1 E(t*a+ 
Some Inspiration: 
Smoke On The Water

UK .oc$ 12+t3*: We78 7 
Create a poster with the key features of rock music on it and the history of rock music. Listen to all 

the examples above too! Feel free to email your work in to: jack@theartscentretelford.com

Task 2: 1950 - 1990 Rock 
In the 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s and 90s there were lots of different 

types of Rock music all with different features. 
Here are some of the main types of rock music: 
• Hard Rock - Angry vocals; Distorted Guitars; Lots of bass. 
• Glam Rock - Flamboyant costumes and hair; Bright sound 
• Metal/Heavy Metal - Very loud guitars; Even angrier vocals! 
• Rock n’ Roll - Started in the 1950s; Guitars, pianos, 

saxophones; Great to dance to; Fast and upbeat.

Tas$ 2 E(t*a+ 
Listen to these examples 

of each:  
Hard Rock - Bon Jovi 

Glam Rock - David Bowie 
Heavy Metal - Iron Maiden 
Rock n' Roll - Chuck Berry

Task 3: Modern Rock 
In the 2000s and 2010s there were even more types of rock 

music and rock started to be combine with more other 
styles of music 

Here are some of the main types of rock music from this era: 
• Pop Rock - Guitars and Drums like a rock band but brighter 

vocals, like a pop song. 
• Indie Rock - High pitched guitars; Strange lyrics; Quirky! 
• Folk Rock - British folk instruments in a rocky style! 
• Alt Rock - Rock that doesn’t follow the ‘mainstream’ style.

Tas$ 3 E(t*a+ 
Listen to these examples 

of each: 
Pop Rock- Busted 

Indie Rock - The 1975 
Folk Rock - Mumford & Sons 

Alt Rock - Red Hot Chilli 
Peppers
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